INTRODUCTION
The VLSI design process is getting more and more complicated due to continuously growing sizes and complexity of the projects. Due to this fact the error emergence probability is big enough on different design stages. An error not detected at the earlier stages may cause a cost explosion of the project and significantly increase the time-to-market. Design verification and error localization, in their turn, become more and more time consuming tasks.
Most design error diagnosis approaches are either simulation-based [1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11] or symbolic [2, 4, 8, 9, 12] . Simulation based approaches rely on a number of test vectors that differentiate the implementation and the specification. The potential error region is reduced according to simulation results of these vectors. The symbolic approaches do not rely on test vectors. They usually use Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDD) [14] to characterize the necessary and sufficient condition of a potential error source as a Boolean formula. The symbolic approaches are more accurate than simulation-based, however the explosion of the complexity for some classes of circuits puts practical limitations to the use of BDDs in locating design errors.
In [4, 6, 8, 15] structural approaches for design error rectification are proposed. Such approaches mostly apply verification techniques to narrow down the potential error region in the implementation. The techniques applied to search error(s) in this remaining area may be various. In [15] a heuristic called back-substitution is employed in hopes of fixing the error incrementally. In [4] a symbolic re-synthesis approach is used. Although these approaches are suitable for large circuits, their major drawback is that the success of the whole procedure is highly dependent on existence of structural similarity between two circuits.
In [16] and [17] general ideas and basic theoretical concepts of a new hierarchical design error diagnosis method are proposed, which is free from the restriction of the structural approaches described above. The specification can be represented on any level of abstraction; it can be given as a truth table, as a BDD, as another gate-level circuit, or as a Boolean formula. The implementation is represented by structural BDDs (SSBDD) [22] , which are generated directly from gate-level netlists. The success of the method does not depend on any structural similarity between the specification and the implementation. The idea of this new approach is refined and experimental results are presented in [18, 19] . This paper presents a further enhancement of the method that allows to extend it so that it is able to diagnose design errors using incomplete tests and that it is also applicable to redundant circuits.
The method is based on the stuck-at fault model, where all the analysis and reasoning are carried out in terms of stuck-at faults and only in the end the result of diagnosis will be mapped into the design error area. Such a treatment allows to exploit traditional ATPGs to serve the problem of design error diagnosis.
In contrast to BDD or OBDD circuit representations the complexity of SSBDD representation used in this approach grows not exponentially but only linearly [22] . In addition, SSBDD representation preserves structural information about a circuit allowing to develop fault diagnosis procedures that are more efficient for increasing the speed in error detection and localization than gate-level ones. On SSBDDs, a primary set of suspected faulty signal paths is calculated. Based on this set, a list of suspected erroneous gates is generated, which will be subsequently reduced to the minimum by using the information obtained from the test experiment.
Our approach combines both verification and error localization techniques. The information gathered on the verification stage is used during localization reducing the time needed for the whole process.
Due to the facts enumerated above, our method allows to increase the speed of design error diagnosis significantly in comparison to the known methods.
In [13] a widely adopted simple design error model is given. It includes two basic error categories: functional errors of gate elements and connection errors of signal lines. Gate errors, in their turn, are divided into gate substitution, extra/missing gate, and extra/missing inverter errors, and connection errors into extra and missing line errors. However in [7] it is shown that simple extra gate errors could be rectified using only gate substitution error model. Thus in this work, we consider only single extra/missing inverter and gate replacement error types. So, missing gate error and connection types of errors remain out of the scope of this paper. They, as well as multiple errors, are the subject of our future work. Section 2 of the paper presents necessary definitions and terminology. The use of stuck-at faults and mapping of the diagnosis results into the design error domain are explained in Section 3. Representation of faults and signal paths on macro and gate levels is discussed in Section 4. Fault tables and vector representation of faults are described in Section 5. The algorithm for design error diagnosis is presented in Section 6 and an example of using is given in Section 7. Section 8 describes some limitations and possible improvements for the method. Experimental data is discussed in Section 9, and finally, Section 10 presents some conclusions.
DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
Consider a circuit specification, and its implementation. The way of specification representation is not significant. Only a relationship between input patterns and output responses in the specification is important. However, without loss of generality, let the specification and the implementation be given at the Boolean level. The specification output is given by a set of variables W = {w 1 , w 2 , ... , w m }, and the implementation output is given by a set of variables Y = {y 1 , y 2 , ... , y m }, where m is the number of outputs. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , ... , x n } be a set of input variables. The implementation is a gate network and Z is a set of internal variables used for connection of gates. Let S be the set of variables in the implementation S = Y ∪ Z ∪ X. The gates implement simple Boolean functions AND, NAND, OR, NOR, and NOT. An additional gate type FAN is added (one input, two or more outputs) to model fanout points (Fig. 1) . It is not used in the diagnostic procedure but it is needed in several definitions below.
We use two different levels for representing the implementation: gate and macro-level representations.
Let X F and Z F be subsets of inputs and internal variables that fanout (they are inputs to FAN gates). Let Z FG be a subset of internal variables that are outputs of FAN gates. At the gate level, the network is described by a set NG = {g k } of gate functions s k = g k (s k 1 , s k 2 , ... ,s k h ) where s k ∈Y ∪ Z, and s k ) are its set of inputs. In other words, a macro is a tree-structured subcircuit with no fanout points inside. It has several inputs and only one output (Fig.  2) . The following design error types are considered throughout the paper in relation to gates g k ∈NG.
Definition 1. Gate replacement error. It denotes a design error, which can be corrected by replacing the gate g i in NG with another gate g j , by g i → g j . The "→" sign refers to "is replaced by". Definition 2. Extra/missing inverter error. It denotes a design error, which can be corrected by removing/inserting an inverter at some input s ∈ X, or at some fanout branch s ∈ Z FG : s → NOT(s). Denote a set of stuck-at faults detectable by a test pattern T i at an output y j as F(T i , y j ), then let
be a set of faults detectable by a test pattern T i , and
be a set of faults detectable by all the test patterns T i ∈T. A test T is complete iff F(T)=F. The method already proposed by us in [18, 19] was based on an assumption that a test is complete. This paper presents a modification of the previous method adapted to incomplete tests. Definition 7. Set of failing test patterns. Let E = { T i ∃j: T i → y j (T i )≠w j (T i ) }⊆ T be a set of failing test patterns.
MAPPING STUCK-AT FAULTS INTO DESIGN ERROR MODEL
The stuck-at fault model does not have a physical meaning in this paper. It is only used to produce, as in the case of traditional testing, a diagnosis in terms of stuck-at faults, which is then mapped into design error domain. The method of mapping follows from the proof of the following theorem given in [16] and [17] . Theorem 1. To detect a design error in the implementation at an arbitrary gate g k where s k = g k (s 1 , s 2 ,...,s h ), it is sufficient to apply a pair of test patterns which detect the stuck-at faults s i /1 and s i /0 at one of the gate inputs s i , i = 1,2, ... h.
From the proof the following set of corollaries was driven which describes the mapping from a stuck-at fault set to the design error model domain: ♦ localizing both the s/1 and s/0 faults on two or more gate inputs refers to the missing/extra inverter at the gate output, i.e. to the replacement errors: AND ↔ NAND and OR ↔ NOR; ♦ localizing s/1 faults at one or more gate inputs refers to the replacement errors:
AND → OR, OR → NAND, NAND → NOR, and NOR → AND; ♦ localizing s/0 faults at one or more gate inputs refers to the replacement errors:
AND → NOR, OR → AND, NAND → OR, and NOR → NAND; ♦ localizing both the s/1 and s/0 faults at one of the gate inputs s i refers to the error s i → NOT(s i ) at this input; ♦ localizing both the s-1 and s-0 faults at more than one branch of a primary input s i ∈X F refers to the error s i → NOT(s i ) at this input.
The mapping is summarized in Table 1 . Suspected erroneous gates in implementation are given in the first column. Next several columns refer to stuck-at faults detected at the gate inputs s 1 , s 2 , …, s h . The last column represents the correction needed to rectify the circuit.
Stuck-at faults Gate s 1 s 2 … s h Correction 
MACROS, PATHS, AND STUCK-AT FAULT MODELING
The following fault modeling method was developed for macro-level test generation based on usage of structurally synthesized BDDs (SSBDD) as the model for tree-like subcircuits or macros [20, 21, 22] . Every macro is represented by its own SSBDD.
Definition 8. Signal paths. We denote L(s k j ) as a set of variables on a path from the input of the macro s k j ∈ S k to its output s k .
As macros are trees, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between inputs s k j ∈ S k and the gate-level signal paths L(s k j ) in the macro. The literal s k j in the EPF is an inverted (not inverted) variable if the number of inverters on the path from s k j to s k is odd (even). Definition 9. SSBDD. A SSBDD is a directed noncyclic graph G k with a single root node and a set of nonterminal nodes M k labeled by (inverted/not inverted) Boolean variables (arguments of the function or inputs of the tree-like subcircuit). Every node has exactly two successor-nodes, whereas terminal nodes are labeled by constants 0 or 1. The set M k represents a macro f k so that one-to-one correspondence exists between the nodes m∈M k and signal paths L(s) where s ∈ S k . Let s(m) denote the literal at the node m in the graph G k .
We also use another definition of signal paths throughout the paper: [23] . So, by previous definitions, X={x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 } is a set of input variables, Y={y 1 , y 2 } is a set of outputs, Z={z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 , z 5 } represents internal variables, and NG={g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 5 , g 6 } is a set of gates. The nodes of all SSBDDs are denoted in Fig. 4 by numbers 0 to 10 for nodes from m 0 to m 10 correspondingly. The procedure of formal synthesis of SSBDDs from gate-level networks is based on a graph superposition and described in detail in [20, 22] . In Such SSBDDs are constructed for each gate in the macro (Fig. 5) . Then the superposition starts from the macro output and ends when the inputs of the macro are reached. In Fig. 5 , it is shown that the node corresponding to internal variable 5 z in Fig. 5(a) is substituted by the SSBDD corresponding to 5 z ( Fig. 5(b) ) to form the SSBDD for the whole macro (Fig. 5(c) ).
The following table shows how the nodes m k in SSBDD macros are related to gatelevel paths L(m k ) in the circuit. A fault s k j /e can be regarded as the representative of a fault class F(s k j /e), since it is enough to test only the fault s k j /e to test all the faults F(s k j /e).
If a fault δ(s(m k )) is detected in an SSBDD node m k then a class of detected faults F(δ(s(m k ))) results at the gate level. Since we also need to know sets of faults detectable by a particular test pattern at each primary output y j , we have to construct such fault tables for each output separately.
FAULT TABLES AND VECTORS
In this case (Fig. 6 ), each row (δ(T i , y j , s(m 1 )), δ(T i , y j , s(m 2 )), δ(T i , y j , s(m 3 )), … δ(T i , y j , s(m q ))) of a table j represents F(T i , y j ) -the set of faults detectable by a test pattern T i at a primary output y j .
The last column in each table shows whether a test pattern detected an error at a particular output, or not.
It is not hard to notice that each row of Table 3 as well as rows of tables in Fig. 6 can be represented in a vector form. m 3 ) ), … , δ(s(m q ))) be a vector of faults guaranteed not to be present in a circuit on account of a set of failing test patterns E and a set of passed test patterns T-E. In other words, they are the faults that cannot be present in the circuit, all the other faults can be regarded to suspected or possible faults.
Let us define some operations with these vectors. We will need four types of operations: intersection (∩), union (∪), subtraction (-) and inversion ) δ ( (Fig. 7) . All these operations are performed element-wise when applied to a pair of vectors.
Note that the definition of the inversion may seem a little bit confusing, but it becomes clear if we say that we use it propagating stuck-at faults along the signal path. If a gate on the path is inverting (NOT, NOR, NAND) then the detected stuck-at fault at the input of the gate is inverted at the output. If no faults are detected (X) at 
. . the input, there is nothing to invert and no faults are detected at the gate output as well. Similarly, if both types of faults (D) are detected at the gate input, the separate inversions of each fault give us again both types of faults (D) detected at the output.
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The diagnostic procedure we described in [18, 19] is modified in this paper in order to adapt it to incomplete tests and to be applicable to circuits with redundancy. The proposed design error diagnosis algorithm is implemented and works on two different levels of abstraction: macro (SSBDD) and gate level. The algorithm itself is very simple. This is due to underlying SSBDD circuit representation and techniques based on it. The stuck-at fault model is used during almost the whole diagnostic process instead of design error model. It helps to avoid complicated techniques for error localization. The overall algorithm is presented in Fig. 8 .
Firstly, during the stage of verification through fault simulation, fault tables are constructed (Fig. 6) for each output. Then the macro-level diagnosis is done. It is based on the information which vector passed at which output, which not. The result represents a vector of faults guaranteed not to be present in a circuit. This vector is computed using the following formula:
This formula represents a modification of Theorem 1 from [19] . In contrast to [19] , we do not calculate a set of suspected faults first and then subtract a set of faults that guaranteed not be present in a circuit. We suspect everything first and calculate only a vector of faults guaranteed not to be present in the circuit. This allows to use incomplete tests for diagnosis and to include the faults not covered by the test into the suspected area.
Every test pattern can either detect an error or not, and if it does, it can detect the fault at one or more outputs. Due to this fact, the formula (1) consists of three main parts. The first part of the formula (1)
refers to outputs where the error has been detected (faulty outputs) and calculates detectable by a faulty test vector T i ∈E faults that cannot be present in a circuit, as they are not included in an intersection of detectable faults by faulty outputs:
This is due to the fact that a single design error can be only present in this intersection. The second part of (1)
addresses the faulty vectors but correct outputs. It is a union of faults that cannot be present in a circuit, as they are detectable by a faulty vector T i ∈E at a primary output y j while this output is correct. The last portion of (1)
is a union of all faults detectable by all test patterns T i ∈T-E that has not detected an error at all.
The total union of these three parts is a set of all faults that cannot be present in a circuit. It means that the real error (or a combination of stuck-at faults corresponding to the real error) is located somewhere in the area that is a complement of c M V to the whole stuck-at fault set F. The size of this remaining area depends on diagnostic properties of test patterns, fault coverage, and presence of redundancy in a circuit. on the gate level (see Table 2 ), we have to propagate a fault in the node through all the gates in the path inverting it each time we meet an inverting gate (NOT, NOR, or NAND). Now we know all stuck-at faults suspected at gate outputs and at inputs of every macro. Thus, we know combinations of suspected stuck-at faults at gate inputs and we can refer to Table 1 to determine how to rectify the circuit. However, if the set of erroneous gates contains more than one gate (the error has not been located exactly), the mapping cannot be performed.
EXAMPLE
Consider a test with 5 patterns that is applied to the inputs of the circuit in Fig. 4 . Suppose now that test patterns T 1 and T 5 fail at both outputs that results in E={T 1 T 1 0 0 0 1 X X X X 0 X 1 1 T 2 1 X X X 1 X X X 0 1 X 0 T 3 0 X X X X X X X X 0 0 0 T 4 1 X 1 0 0 X X X 1 X X 0 T 5 X X X 0 0 X X X 1 X X 1 T 1 0 0 0 1 X X 1 0 X X X 1 T 2 X X X X 1 1 X 0 X X X 0 T 3 X 1 X X X 0 0 X X X X 0 T 4 1 X 1 X X X X X X X X 0 T 5 X X X 0 0 X X 1 X X X 1 From that, according to (1), we create a vector of faults that cannot be present in the circuit on the macro level (macro-level diagnosis). First, compute the part of (1) concerning fault detection information by outputs for each faulty vector: 
The second part of (1) cannot be calculated because T 1 and T 2 vectors failed at each output. However, the third part of (1) can be successfully calculated as a union of all faults detectable by vectors corresponding to test patterns that have not detected an error:¨E
The total union gives us c M V = (D,1,1,0,D,D,D,D,D,D,D) . It provides information that both stuck-at 0 and stuck-at 1 cannot be present in node m 0 , stuck-at 1 cannot be present in m 1 but stuck-at 0 is possible, and so on.
We will turn to gate-level diagnosis now. The best is the case when an exactly located erroneous gate is the result of the diagnosis, and there exists a combination of suspected stuck-at faults at the gate inputs that clearly defines the type of detected design error (Table 1) . However, sometimes the final result represents just a set of suspected erroneous gates with some suspected stuck-at fault combinations at their inputs. The explanation of possible reasons for that is given in the next chapters.
At the gate-level diagnosis stage we use Algoritm 1 and Table 2 It means that no stuck-at fault is suspected at g 1 , g 3 , g 4 , g 5 , and g 6 outputs and these gates are correct, and stuck-at 1 is suspected at g 2 output. As stuck-at 0 faults are suspected at nodes m 1 and m 2 that are inputs of the gate g 2 , then according to Table 1 (the case of NAND gate) it refers to the design error NAND → OR. To correct the design, the NAND gate g 2 should be replaced by an OR gate.
LIMITATIONS AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE METHOD
The first thing that can be noticeable is that XOR and XNOR gate substitutions are not included in the error model. It is because some of such cases may not be detected at all even if we have 100% fault coverage. Theorem 1 says that it is sufficient to apply a pair of test patterns detecting stuck-at faults s i /1 and s i /0 at one of the gate inputs to detect a design error in the implementation at an arbitrary gate. This statement is not applicable to XOR and XNOR gates. However, for some cases, we can extend the mapping table (Table 1) for XOR and XNOR gates, too.
Consider an OR gate g k where s 1 , s 2 ,...,s h are its inputs and s k is its output. Let T OR,0 = {s i =1, ∀j, j≠i: s j =0} be a test pattern used to test s i /0 fault and T OR,1 = {∀i, i=1,2,…,h: s i =0} -to test s i /1 fault. Suppose there should be a XNOR gate in implementation instead of the OR gate g k . In such case, both suck-at faults will be detected at s i and, similarly, at each gate input. Such situation is referred to OR→NOR substitution in Table 1 . So, extending our gate substitution model into XNOR gate cases makes it impossible to detect the exact substitution type. However, it gives us an opportunity to try several possible substitutions to identify the correct one. The worse case is when we can't detect a substitution error at all.
Consider the same OR gate and the same test vectors T OR,0 and T OR,1 . Suppose now the correct gate is XOR. These test vectors can't discover any difference between the two gates. This means that the error will not be detected at all or it will be detected occasionally by some other test pattern that is generated to detect some other stuck-at faults. This leads to a situation where wrong place will be suspected to be erroneous.
Consider an AND gate now. The test pattern pair for AND gate is T AND,0 = {∀i, i=1,2,…,h: s i =1} to test s i /0 fault and T AND,1 = { s i =0, ∀j, j≠i: s j =1} to test s i /1 faults. Both vectors detect AND→XOR error if h is even or AND→XNOR if h is odd. However, AND→XOR error will not be detected at all if h is odd and AND→XNOR if h is even. Similar examples can be constructed for NOR and NAND gates too.
The situation described above restricts the substitution model of our method to four types of simple gates (AND, OR, NAND, NOR). However, it can be extended to some cases of XOR/XNOR gate substitution (Table 6) . The cases opposite to discussed, namely when a gate is wrongly implemented as a XOR/XNOR, are more simple to detect and locate because every XOR/XNOR gate can be represented as a network of simpler gates and each simple gate can be tested separately. In [7] , an example is given how a XOR gate replacement error can be rectified using only simple gate replacement model (Fig. 9) . Thus, our model also covers a gate replacement by XOR/XNOR gates.
Stuck-at faults
There is also a restriction on usage of our method if a design error causes redundancy. Consider a circuit in Fig. 10 . Let the gate g 2 have NOR function but occasionally be substituted by an AND gate. The function of the whole circuit is AND now (c = a&b). The test for a/0 and b/0 is T AND,0 = {1,1}, for a/1 is T AND,a1 = {0,1}, and for b/1 is T AND,b1 = {1,0}. Table in Fig.10 shows that this complete test is not capable to detect the given gate substitution error. Such design errors can only be detected occasionally by the test patterns that are intended to test other design errors, as it was described for OR→XOR case.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS
The goals of the experiments described here were twofold: ♦ to compare the efficiency (the speed of fault localization) of the new diagnostic approach in comparison to previous results ♦ to evaluate the design error diagnostic properties of test patterns generated by traditional gate-level ATPGs for only stuck-at fault detecting purposes Diagnostic experiments were carried out on ISCAS'85 benchmarks. Columns 2,3,4 in Table 7 give information about size of the benchmarks in terms of input, output and gate quantities. Note that the number of gates given in the table may be different from the real gate count because of XOR and XNOR gates representation by a number of simpler gates (Fig. 9 ).
Experiments were carried out in the following way. We took a netlist of an ISCAS'85 circuit and treated it as a wrong implementation. Then we generated SSBDD model from it and created test patterns for detecting stuck-at faults. After that, using an error insertion tool, we created a "correct" specification and simulated it with the same test patterns to find the difference between output responses of the specification and the implementation. Using this information, the error analysis tool produced a diagnosis. Then, we took the initial "wrong" SSBDD again and created new "correct" specification with error insertion tool. After that the whole process was repeated. In other words, we had one "wrong" implementation and many "correct" specifications.
The fault coverage (column 6) of the test patterns created by the test generator described in [22] and the test generation time in seconds (column 11) are presented in Table 7 . Experiments were carried out on the computer platform Sun SparcServer 20 (2 x Super Sparc II microprocessors, 75MHz) with Solaris 2.5.1 operating system. The efficiency in the speed of diagnosis (columns 11, 12, 13) is compared to the results of [7] (column 14). However, it should be noted that the algorithm from [7] is implemented in Prolog language that is comparatively slow. The total time of diagnosis (column 13) in this work consists of two components: test generation time (column 11) and fault diagnosis (column 12).
The numbers in columns 7, 8, and 9 show, correspondingly, the minimal, maximal, and average diagnostic resolutions (numbers of suspected gates) reached by the tests. However, it should be noted that the diagnostic resolution of this method is not excellent for some circuits. The possible reasons are: ♦ the test patterns used for diagnosis were not originally generated for diagnostic purposes but just to detect an error ♦ redundancy, present in several circuits To reach higher diagnostic resolution, additional test patterns should be generated. For this purpose, for example, the method of [7] can be used. Since the suspected area (column 10) for diagnostic search is reduced from 100% to from 0,79% (in the best case) to 11,86% (in the worst case), the combination of the method proposed in the present work with some other method of additional diagnostic patterns generation, should reach significant improvements.
CONCLUSIONS
The method described in this paper has the following distinct features: ♦ The whole procedure takes place hierarchically at two different levels:
-macro level, where the error detection and localization of the suspected erroneous SSBDD nodes are carried out -gate level for erroneous gate localization and exact specification of the design error
Exploiting the hierarchy allows to combine the efficiency of working at the higher level (for error detecting) with the accuracy (needed for error diagnosis) at the lower level. ♦ Working with the stuck-at fault model allows to base on a single error hypothesis, which actually means working with several error hypothesis from design error model [13] in parallel. ♦ Compared to our previous work [18, 19] the method is extended in order to be capable to provide a solution even if the test is not complete and/or a portion of redundancy is present in a circuit.
The method has good chances for further improvement due to its high efficiency in speed and, therefore, the possibility of use in combination with some other diagnostic test generation and rectification techniques.
Experimental data is provided to demonstrate the efficiency of the method.
Our future research in this field is directed to improvement of the diagnostic resolution of the method. For this purpose additional test pattern generation heuristics can be worked out or several existing approaches can be used. It is also necessary to pay attention to the cases of multiple errors, complex gates, and line errors. The use of word level DDs seems to be very efficient in design error diagnosis at higher functional levels like RTL or behavioral ones.
